NORDIC ICE COLLECTION
AT
BANG & OLUFSEN
BICESTER

ON THE GO PRODUCT

BeoPlay H95

BeoSound A1 2nd Gen

BeoPlay EQ

BEOPLAY H95

Adaptive ANC headphones

•

The eye focusses on the polished logo on the aluminium disc that is
framed by the polished chamfer.

•

The cold to touch aluminium colour is called Nordic Ice and the soft
materials are contrasting in a warm tint.

•

Headphones have lambskin on the ear cushions and cow skin leather on
the headband.

•

Beoplay H95 offer exceptional sound quality through customised titanium
drivers and our most advanced Adaptive Active Noise Cancellation yet.
Immerse yourself in pure sound and captivating silence as you step into
your private soundscape.

•

Beoplay H95 deliver a perfect balance between aesthetics and
performance. The selection of high-end materials is curated to elevate
every aspect of interaction – from the precise aluminium dials on the
housing to the magnetically detachable lambskin ear cushions that reveal
the beautifully crafted speaker housing.

£779

BEOSOUND A1

Waterproof Bluetooth speaker

•

Aluminium grill surface is sophisticated with a cool tint of colour
called Nordic Ice.

•

The signature leather strap is bejewelled with the lock which has
a dual finish, the main surface is matte with the edge polished.
The polished logo is achieved with the process lithography.

•

The B&O logo on the base is low contrast and printed with a
gloss ink to reflect the light.

•

Longer playtime, fully waterproof, integrated voice assistant, and
speakerphone. Meet the upgraded choice for great sound on the
go.

•

No matter where you go, who you meet, or what you set out to
do, bring beauty to the moment. The upgraded Beosound A1 is a
refined handful of musical bliss. Designed to be shared by
everyone around – for hours on end.

•

The durable Beosound A1 is waterproof and completely resistant
to dust and sand. From the beach to the bathtub the music will
keep playing wherever you bring it – or accidentally drop it.

£239

BEOPLAY EQ

Adaptive noise cancelling wireless earphones

•

The jewellery like details of the polished lithography logo on the
aluminium disc is framed by the polished chamfer.

•

Aluminium colour is called Nordic Ice and the soft materials are
contrasting in a warm tint.

•

Immerse yourself in pure sound. Noise cancelling earphones with
6 built-in microphones, for clear calls and authentic audio.

•

Adaptive ANC and Acoustic technology creates a stable
performance for total silence, authentic audio and crystal clear
calls without distraction. Compensating for a wide variety of
background noises, Beoplay EQ offer true wireless immersion
wherever you are.

•

For a true wireless listening experience, Beoplay EQ support a
variety of streaming options, including Bluetooth 5.2. The ultralow-power performance and advanced technology ensures more
stable connections for lower battery consumption, so you can
stay in sync for longer.

•

Made from durable premium materials, including anodised
aluminium and sweat-resistant textured housing. The compact,
aluminium charging case features a rubber-coated base
optimised for Qi-charging.

£369

FLEXIBLE LIVING PRODUCTS

BeoPlay A9

BeoSound Balance

BEOPLAY A9

Beauty and passion to your music
•

This is the first world wide collection to have pearl blasted
aluminium legs. The matte surface is sophisticated with a cool
tint of colour called Nordic Ice.

•

The ring is highlighted with a more polished surface.

•

The warm tinted wowen fabric is by Kvadrat. Subtle tints
interplayed with surface treatments

•

One-point music system and contemporary design icon with
powerful sound and customisable design.

•

Beoplay A9 fills any room with detailed Bang & Olufsen
Signature Sound thanks to its powerful 480-watt digital
amplifier system. Built-in room adaptation adjusts the sound
perfectly to its surroundings, so The days of hiding your stereo
are over.

•

We designed Beoplay A9 like a beautiful piece of furniture —
with carefully selected Materials and uncompromising attention
to detail. The result is an iconic piece of music design you can
put on display anywhere. can experience your music the way
the artists intended.

•

Designed to change with your own lifestyle. You are free to
place Beoplay A9 in a corner, out in a room or hang it on a wall
with the optional wall bracket. Naturally, the built-in room
adaption switch ensures that your speaker always sounds as
good as it looks.

£3,099

BEOSOUND BALANCE

Innovative, wireless home speaker

•

The first Beosound Balance edition to have an extruded recycled
aluminium base.

•

The flush lithography logo gleams from the matte surface to
catch the light and accentuate the form.

•

The seamless knitted textile allows the product to have 360
angle of perfection.

•

A wireless speaker with a dynamic acoustic performance
designed to be positioned up against the wall on a shelf or side
table in your home. Impressive sound compared to its size.

•

Designed to be positioned up against the wall on a shelf or side
table, Beosound Balance delivers carefully controlled beams of
sound for a clear acoustic experience from the front and rich
sound enhancement at the back. The result is an impressively big
acoustic experience compared to its size.

•

Tactile user-interaction experience and light-through-aluminium
for subtle look and a touch of magic with proximity sensors builtin to welcome you when you approach Beosound Balance for
interaction – so the controls only appear when needed. When
you walk away from BeoSound Balance, the controls dim once
more leaving only the well-crafted aluminium surface visible.

£2,250

STAGED PRODUCTS

BeoSound Stage

BEOSOUND STAGE

Powerful Dolby Atmos soundbar

•

The frame has dual finish, the main surface is matte with the edge
polished.

•

The polished details for the icons and logo are achieved with the
process lithography.

•

The woven fabric by Kvadrat is placed with a horizonal mélange.

•

The product is visually slimmer with a black backside.

•

Powerful soundbar that brings Bang & Olufsen sound to your
own TV without the need of a subwoofer.

•

With our first soundbar, we give everyone a chance to
experience Bang & Olufsen sound in their own living room as
Beosound Stage works with any TV supporting HDMI ARC. With
four woofers in the eleven-driver setup, no additional subwoofer
is needed.

£1,799

